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Now there's a Porsche superyacht
because regular yachts are for
suckers
Gianluca Mezzofiore
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There's a whole world of luxury carmakers who also design
superyachts out there, a world you rarely see because, well,
you probably aren't loaded enough to afford one. As simple as
that.
SEE ALSO: 377-Foot Migaloo Submarine Yacht Is Perfect for
James Bond Villains
But that didn't stop you from admiring the 20-metre Niniette 66
from Bugatti, which came out in March this year. And — we
bet — that won't prevent you from checking out with awe the
new GTT 115, a superyacht which is the product of a
collaboration between Dynamiq and Studio F.A. Porsche.

Behold.
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Now, I know virtually nothing about Porsches and even less
about luxury boats, but what immediately pops to my eye
about this 35-metre vessel is its sleek, futuristic design.
Launched in Viareggio, Italy, the GTT 115 is defined as "the
modern gentlemen's superyacht" by Sergei Dobroserdov,
CEO of Dynamiq, and we gotta admit it looks pretty cool in its
"Rhodium Grey metallic paint."
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GTT 115 seems to blend performance and efficiency really
well, as it can sail at over 21 knots maximum with a cruising
range of 3,400 nautical miles.
We probably have to thank Porsche for the boat's very
German minimalist, elegant concept. As acknowledged by the

Monaco-based company, the yacht has a very peculiar design:
"its fluid lines, side contours and balanced proportions recall
the drop-shaped, overstretched surfaces of the Porsche 911."
There are echoes everywhere, even in the smallest details,
such as the boat's cleat (where you tie a knot) mirroring the
car's taillight or the frame of the sun shade sharing similarities
to lines of the sports car.
Here it is if you want to make a comparison:
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Even the yacht's interior cites the automobile design:
"The rooms are visually connected by decorative aluminium
and wooden slats, inspired by the dashboard of the Porsche
Mission E. Brown, and cream leather dominates the colours
and materials, along with alcantara fabric and indirect LED
lighting, as is common in car headliners."
It's basically a Porsche on water.
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There are only 7 units available so hurry up if you want go get
one! It comes at a listed price of just €13,950,000
($16,720,000).
Sign up for Mashable Newsletters to get personalized
updates on top stories and viral hits.
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Just to let you know, if you buy something featured here,
Mashable might earn an affiliate commission.
Samsung has just released a pair of limited edition Star Wars
POWERbot™ vacuums that pay homage to the iconic
franchise in a pretty awesome way. Available for pre-order
starting Oct. 10, these Darth Vader and Stormtrooper robotic
vacuums are poised to be the next coveted item for any Star
Wars super fan. (The vacuums will officially ship in early
November but you can buy one right now.)
The best part about these vacuums? They play music and
talk, using key Star Wars phrases and sound effects. Check it
out:

There’s been a novelty factor to robot vacuums like the
POWERbot™ for the last few years, but with each model
that’s released we are propelled into a future where it’s less
about having "the cool new thing” and more about making our
lives better through technology. That’s definitely true of the
Samsung POWERbot™. That said, they are also 100 percent
"the cool new thing."
These are still the same powerful vacuums as the VR7000,
except with the added Star Wars design. The POWERbot™
VR7000 won the 2017 CES Innovation Award, and for good
reason. It’s chock full of features, like a suction power capacity
of 10 watts and a 290mm-wide brush — that's 42 percent
larger than conventional 204mm brushes.
The vacuum includes CycloneForce technology, which
produces a centrifugal force that helps to circulate dust
particles through an inner chamber while dirt and debris are
sent to an outer chamber. The result is a bagless filter that
stays cleaner for longer and helps to prevent clogging — and
is easy to clean.
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A sensor on the top of the vacuum scans the room and then
maps out the space to calculate the most efficient path, plus
when it gets low on battery it automatically goes back to the
docking station and can pick up where it left off later.
From a visual standpoint, there is a subtle artistry to the way
these vacuums have been designed. Both versions feature a
glossy finish and play up the fact that the shape mimics the
helmets worn by Darth Vader and the Stormtroopers. If it
wasn’t a vacuum, it could almost pass for a kind of semiabstract art piece.
In addition to the music, both editions have a string of catch
phrases and other audio you’ll hear while they go about their
business. For example, when the Darth Vader model is
powered on, it makes a lightsaber sound. When the
Stormtrooper starts to clean it says, "Let's go." The best part
though is by far Darth’s seemingly random heavy breathing.
What makes this iteration of the POWERbot™ even cooler
though — and worth the $699-$799 price tag — is that these
vacuums are truly designed for people who love Star Wars. So
yes, in fact, these are the droids you’re looking for. (You had to
know that was coming, right?)

